at HHaa ponent of frequency w and wavenumber k which travels (3) eastward at constant phase speed, C, = w/k. White and McNally present a solution in which they assumed In the above. TV', is the vertical velocity at z = -11. ab initio that pressure gradients in the mixed layer and in its derivation we have used the condition that vanish and then force the lower stratified layer with a 1" 0. at Z = 0. the surface. time-dependent Ekman suction (which is independent
In a recent paper White and McNally (1987. here-(a 2 ,\.
1ar
T a aP,, ap, after WM) developed and discussed a particular so-Pal + ,,}, -1t lution to low frequency, wind-forced motion in a stratified ocean of constant Coriolis parameterjf,., There is
(1) a mixed layer of depth H. where the horizontal veloc- bulent stress vanishes. The wind forcing is a sinusoidal p,,
where 7V is the north-south comat HHaa ponent of frequency w and wavenumber k which travels (3) eastward at constant phase speed, C, = w/k. White and McNally present a solution in which they assumed In the above. TV', is the vertical velocity at z = -11. ab initio that pressure gradients in the mixed layer and in its derivation we have used the condition that vanish and then force the lower stratified layer with a 1" 0. at Z = 0. the surface. time-dependent Ekman suction (which is independent
The vorticity equation in the stratified layer, as exof mixed layer pressure gradients). Then they compute pressed in terms of pressure is [Eq. (2.2) in WM ]. a pressure gradient in the lower layer, and assume that this lower layer pressure gradient also acts in the mixed
layer, producing a geostrophically balanced flow. Suchat 2 a +2 a method of solution is incorrect, as it is self-contradictory (first there is no pressure gradient and then one and H' is computed from is arbitrarily inserted later) and it is incorrect to sup-
press any pressure gradient in fluid motion ab initio = -P as pressure is simply a reaction to conservation of vor-
ticity in a fluid that is incompressible. In this note we presaM.the correct solution to the The horizontal velocities in the stratified layer have problem WM set out to solve. Qualitatively, none of expressions identical to those in the mixed layer. except the= 0. The critical difference between (3) and (3.1) in ttrelts pesentd byiWff nerebe chedl Quan-WM is the expression in the last term on the righttitatively. significant differences occur, especially as c hand side of Eq. (3). The second relationship between P and H, is obtained from (3), (6) and (7) Eliminating 6 0 between (10) and (11) 
These solutions differ from those presented by WM in U = r13) the expression for Ro 2 . If the last term on the righthand side of (3) is a priori set equal to zero incorrectly, 
